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TOTALENERGIES TO STOP FUNDING ARCTIC LNG-2 PROJECT 

AND BUYING RUSSIAN OIL 

TotalEnergies has said it will stop funding the construction of the Arctic LNG-2 project and halt purchases of oil from Russia. 
While it does not operate any oil and gas fields or LNG plants in Russia, the French oil and gas company has minority stakes 
in several non-state-owned Russian oil and gas companies. These include Novatek (19.4%), Yamal LNG (20%), Arctic LNG 
2 (10%) and TerNefteGaz (49%). TotalEnergies is also a 20% partner in the Kharyaga joint venture operated by Zarubezhneft. 
TotalEnergies contributed to the construction phase of these companies’ projects but has no activity or operational responsibility 
on those sites. Additionally, TotalEnergies has decided to put on hold its business developments for batteries and lubricants 
in Russia. Amid the worsening conflict in Ukraine and tightening sanctions, TotalEnergies is halting further capital for the 
development of energy projects in Russia. This includes the massive 19.8-mta Arctic LNG-2 project currently under 
construction. TotalEnergies SE will no longer record proved reserves for the project in its accounts. Production from the first 
train at Arctic LNG-2 was expected to start in 2023. Gas resources for Arctic LNG-2 come from the Utrenneye onshore gas 
and condensate field. The project involves installing three concrete gravity-based structures in the Gulf of Ob, on each of 
which will be located a 6.6-mta liquefaction train. 
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Current European sanctions and Russian laws controlling foreign investments prevent TotalEnergies from securing a non-
Russian buyer for its minority interests, said the company in a press statement. “Abandoning these interests without 
consideration would enrich Russian investors, in contradiction with the sanctions’ purpose. In addition, abandoning these 
minority interests held by TotalEnergies would have no impact on the companies’ operations and revenues, since these 
companies have their own employees and are managed autonomously.” As a European energy company, TotalEnergies said 
it must contribute to the supply security of the European continent. This means TotalEnergies will continue to supply the 
continent with LNG from the Yamal LNG plant within the framework of its long-term contracts — and in accordance with current 
European policy. Current European gas logistics capacities make it difficult to refrain from importing Russian gas in the next 
two to three years without impacting the continent’s energy supply, said TotalEnergies. However, given the worsening situation 
in Ukraine and the existence of alternative sources for supplying Europe, TotalEnergies has unilaterally decided to no longer 
enter into or renew contracts to purchase Russian oil and petroleum products. It expects to halt all its purchases of Russian 
oil and petroleum products no later than the end of 2022. TotalEnergies halted all spot market trading of Russian oil and 
petroleum products In February. This is also the case for spot trading transactions concerning Russian natural gas and LNG. 
TotalEnergies has term contracts to purchase Russian oil and petroleum products that end on 31 December 2022. It will also 
terminate its Russian gasoil purchase contracts no later than the end of 2022, and plans to import petroleum products from 
other continents, notably its share of gasoil produced by the Satorp refinery in Saudi Arabia. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 
QATARENERGY LINES UP FIRST OWNER FOR BOOKED MEGA-

PROJECT BERTHS 

Four earmarked slots at Chinese yard set to be signed with Japanese owner this month, with more to follow, Qatar Energy 
has selected at least one shipowner for a first batch of pre-reserved LNG carrier newbuilding berths. 
Qatar Energy inches up its declared LNG berths at shipyards to 20 slots 
Sources following the process said Japan’s Mitsui OSK Lines looks set to be among the first shipowners to be matched to 
reserved LNG berth slots at Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) in China. They said MOL has been selected to build four 
vessels against long-term charters with Qatar Energy interests. It is unclear, as yet, if a Chinese shipowner will also be 
involved. The delivery dates on the vessels are understood to range from September 2024 through into the second quarter of 
2025. The newbuilding orders and time-charter contracts are expected to be signed before the end of March. One source 
indicated the deals will be inked “very shortly”, with owners to be paired with the reserved berths at South Korean yards too. 
Those following the process have previously told Trade Winds that an announcement on Hudong-Zhonghua’s berths might be 
the first to emerge. In the past two weeks, speculation has been rife about the names of the shipowners shortlisted for Qatar 
Energy’s huge LNG newbuilding requirement. QatarEnergy, working through its tender partner and compatriot producer 
Qatargas, has already reserved up to 151 berths at four yards — South Korea’s big three shipbuilders, Hyundai Heavy Industries, 
Samsung Heavy Industries and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering; and Hudong-Zhonghua. TradeWinds has reported 
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that 20 of these slots — five at both SHI and DSME, six at HHI and four at Hudong-Zhonghua — have since been declared. 
But the yards have been waiting for the selected shipowners to be married up with these slots before the shipbuilding and 
charter contracts on the vessels can be signed. MOL was one of the shipowner names that has been rumbling around the 
market as possibly among those shortlisted. Others rumoured include JP Morgan, Seapeak — the former Teekay LNG Partners 
after its buyout by Stonepeak — TMS Cardiff Gas, Maran Gas Maritime, BW LNG and a grouping of three South Korean 
owners comprising Pan Ocean, H-Line and SK Shipping, which has been dubbed K3. 
Daewoo Shipbuilding targets orders worth $8.9bn in 2022 
Sources have hinted that DSME is set to be the first South Korean shipyard to hear on the owner or owners selected for 
QatarEnergy’s declared berths at its yard. QatarEnergy’s process on the newbuildings is running behind schedule. Originally 
the first berths were due to be firmed up at the end of 2020, with delivery dates running from 2024 through into 2026. But 
the process has been complicated by price rises: the cost of LNG carrier newbuildings has jumped from around $180m when 
the berths were first reserved to more than $220m for high-specification ships contracted today. 
Newbuilding berths for LNG carriers vanish as 2026 slots fill up 
The delay has lead to something of a pile-up at shipyards as the delivery slots for the reserved berths were pushed out to 
later dates, with other LNG projects and ship types competing for yard space. Qatar needs the vessels to support its huge 
liquefaction expansion plans — at home, where it is developing its North Field project, and through its stake in the Golden 
Pass LNG project in Texas. QatarEnergy is also looking at LNG carriers for fleet renewal. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 

BW LNG BOOSTS LNG CARRIER ORDERBOOK AT DSME WITH 

NEWBUILDING OPTIONS 
Company is paying almost $215m each for its latest two vessels as berth space evaporates, BW LNG has bolstered its LNG 
carrier fleet by firming up two optional berths it was holding at South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. 
BW LNG snatches up to four LNG carrier newbuilding berths at DSME 
A company spokesman confirmed to TradeWinds that BW was behind an order announced by the shipyard on Friday. DSME 
said it had contracted two 174,000-cbm LNG carriers worth a total of KRW 521bn ($429m) from an owner in North America, 
pricing the vessels at $214.5m each. The Okpo-based shipyard did not disclose the name of the buyer but said the two 
vessels will be delivered by the end of 2025. The ships will be fitted with MAN ME-GI main engines, an advanced re-
liquefaction and gas management system, air lubrication and shaft generators to reduce emissions. Shipbuilding sources said 
the newbuildings were options that the shipowner secured when it placed an order for two ships with the yard at the end of 
2021. The earlier orders are also slated for 2025 delivery but were priced at just $207m each, illustrating the price escalation 
at shipyards. The confirmation of these latest options lifts the total number of LNG carriers BW has on order at DSME to six. 
The first two are scheduled for delivery this year. It also grows the company’s LNG carrier fleet to 34 ships, of which five are 
floating storage and regasification units. DSME, like its compatriot large LNG carrier shipbuilders, has limited berth space 
remaining for LNG carriers largely due to Qatar Energy’s huge slot reservation deal and impending orders linked to portfolio 
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players. The South Korean yard has set a target to win newbuilding orders worth $8.9bn in 2022, up 15% from a year ago. It 
has already secured 15 newbuildings, including seven LNG carriers and six container ships, that are worth close to $3.47bn, 
or 39% of its annual target. 
Daewoo Shipbuilding targets orders worth $8.9bn in 2022 
In early March, DSME posted a heavy loss of KRW 1.7trn ($1.4bn) for 2021, its first since 2016. The shipyard logged an 
operating loss of KRW 1.8trn after sales plunged by 36% to KRW 4.5trn. It cited a sharp drop in sales — stemming from weak 
orders and sales prices in previous years — and an increased reserve set aside for losses amid rising raw material prices as 
the key reasons for the loss. However, DSME said it believes that its future earnings will improve due to the orders secured 
last year, surpassing targets for the next three years. At the end of February, DSME had 123 vessels worth $25.8bn booked 
on its orderbook. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

 
HOW QUICKLY CAN EUROPE PIVOT AWAY FROM RUSSIAN 

GAS? 

To reduce dependence on Russian gas, European policymakers must act in unison to underpin additional LNG and fast-track 
LNG import infrastructure, writes Vortexa head of LNG Felix Booth. As the war in Ukraine continues, Europe is facing its own 
monumental challenge to secure the energy essential for its economy. The recent announcement by the European Commission 

articulates a clear intent to dramatically reduce its 
dependence on Russian gas ’well’ before 2030. Its 
ambitious proposal centers around the acceleration of its 
2030 green initiatives (that aim to reduce gas demand), 
while increasing non-Russian gas supplies and mandating 
gas storage of 90% by October. It makes the bold claim that 
a 100-bcm (equivalent to 75 mta of LNG) reduction can be 
achieved this year. However, for this to eventuate, LNG must  
 

European LNG import terminal utilisation, four-week average (source: Vortexa)  play a leading role and the question remains whether Europe’s 
LNG infrastructure can keep up. LNG is central to near-term ambitions of a 50-bcm reduction (equivalent to 37 mta of LNG) 
of Russian gas imports. Here are the salient points on European LNG infrastructure:   

• 184 mta import capacity is operational within Europe (excluding Turkey) with highly seasonal utilisation patterns. 
• During January 2022, European LNG terminals approached their physical capacity limits, reaching 82% across all of 

Europe, according to Vortexa data. 
• Terminals supporting the largest gas markets in northwest Europe hit their design limits to keep up with demand. 
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• Much of the idle LNG import capacity is in southern Europe and the United Kingdom, lacking interconnection to the 
central European gas markets that are highly dependent on Russian supplies. 

 
 
Northern Europe: LNG import terminal utilisation, 
four-week average, %, LHS and cumulative spare 
capacity over last 12 months, million tonnes, RHS 
(source: Vortexa) 
 
For the most exposed markets, maximising imports 
during the traditional off-peak months is not enough 
to substitute Russian supply, creating the most 

significant bottleneck for Germany and its neighbours. Based on the idle capacity seen over the last 12 months, only 16 mta 
of incremental LNG supply could be added to the balances of the key markets in France, Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Germany. This constraint is already introducing a disconnect between spot LNG transactions into northwest Europe and TTF 
hub prices, with LNG trading at US$3.3/mmbtu discount, according to Argus Media. Aggressive deployment of new LNG 
regasification capacity in Germany is being considered, leveraging floating storage regasification units (FSRU) to help accelerate 
the project timelines. As seen in Egypt, where existing jetty and onshore gas network connection is available, FSRUs have 
been commissioned in as little as five months, compared with the typical timeline of one to three years. Two stalled German 
LNG import projects at Brunsbuttel and Wilhelmshaven have been mentioned as options, potentially adding 13 mta capacity to 
the region. To meet the suggested pace of curtailing Russian gas imports, several demand and supplyside measure must be 
executed in unison. European politicians must enable prompt procurement of additional LNG and fast-track LNG import 
infrastructure investments. In addition, the scope of the demand management measures and ambitious and rapid implementation 
is unlikely to achieve the full demand reduction potential. Perhaps this herculean task can be achieved but it relies heavily on 
sustained politician will, strong co-ordination across the EU and clear initiatives for the market. Source : www.rivieramm.com 

 
7.3-MAGNITUDE EARTHQUAKE TAKES SOMA LNG TERMINAL 

IN JAPAN OFFLINE 

Japan Petroleum Exploration Company (Japex) said a deadly earthquake off the coast of Japan’s Fukushima Prefecture has 
damaged the Soma LNG terminal and suspended operations. The 7.3-magnitude earthquake that struck overnight in Japan 
forced the closure of the damaged LNG terminal for safety checks, Japex said. A power outage caused by the earthquake 
pushed the Soma terminal to backup power generators for its power supply, and a tsunami warning issued in response to the 
offshore earthquake delayed inspection of the terminal. "From around 5 am today, which is after the Tsunami warning had 
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been lifted, we have been proceeding with the visual confirmation of terminal facilities and confirmed damages to some of the 
facilities so far. Since the terminal is currently under assessment, the [timing for resumption of operations at] the terminal is 
not yet determined," Japex said in a statement on its website. Japex said no gas leakage had been detected following the 
earthquake, power supply change and beginning of inspections. The company is taking the safety precaution of burning off the 
boil-off gas (BOG) LNG emits when stored. "There has been no damage to the surrounding area, such as gas leakage from 
the terminal. Due to the suspension of supply operations immediately after the earthquake, BOG , the vaporised gas from LNG 
stored in the LNG storage tanks, is being burned as a measure to release the gas safely. By taking these measures, flames 
are being emitted from the flare stack, but there are no safety issues at the terminal or the surrounding area," Japex said. 
The earthquake has reportedly killed at least two people in Japan, left millions without power and caused two small tsunami 
waves. The shaking lasted for more than two minutes and was felt as far away as Tokyo. The Japan Meteorological Agency 
issued tsunami advisories for Fukushima and Miyagi prefecture, where nearly 50,000 people were evacuated amid warnings 
that waves of up to a metre could hit the region’s coastline. Residents waited for several hours before the tsunami warnings 
were lifted early on 17 March. Japan’s Prime Minister Fumio Kishida said the extent of the damage from the earthquake is still 
being assessed. The earthquake comes 11 years after an 8.9-magnitude earthquake struck a city near Fukushima, killed more 
than 18,000 people and caused three reactors at the Daiichi nuclear power plant to melt down after tsunami waves breached 
protective sea walls and flooded the facility. Soma, along with many of the other ports on the northeastern coast of Honshu, 
Japan’s main island, was extensively damaged by the devastating earthquake and tsunami which struck in March 2011. 
Subsequent study of the breakwaters and sea walls destroyed in the catastrophe revealed weaknesses in the prevailing designs, 
not least the susceptibility to scouring damage. Sea defences in the region’s ports, including Soma, have been made much 
more robust in the repair work carried out following the tsunami. Japex began commercial operations at the Soma LNG import 
terminal, its first, in 2018. The US$600M Soma terminal comprises a 230,000-m3 above-ground storage tank, regasification 
equipment, road tanker loading bays and two marine jetties – one for seagoing LNG carriers and the other for domestic 
shortsea LNGCs. Some 3,500 tonnes of 7% nickel steel was used in the construction of the storage tank, one of the world’s 
largest. The terminal supplies vaporised gas to the 40-km Soma-Iwanuma pipeline which links with the main Japex east-west 
Niigata-Sendai line. The pipeline link, the road tanker loading bays and the small-scale jetty on the site support the Soma 
terminal’s role as a base for the Japex LNG satellite supply system serving Hokkaido and the wider Tohoku region, including 
Fukushima, Miyagi and Iwate. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
 
NETHERLANDS TAKES EXMAR FSRU ON 5-YEAR CHARTER 

Exmar said the deal with Dutch Government-owned Gasunie came "in view of the geopolitical developments currently going 
on in Europe". Gasunie agreed the deal to take Exmar’s small, S188 floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) for LNG 
imports at the port of Eemshaven in Gronigen, the Netherlands. Exmar said the goal for both companies is to deploy the FSRU 
quickly and have import terminal functions up and running by the end of Q3 2022. "Gasunie will use the FSRU S188 as 
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floating LNG import terminal at Eemshaven in Groningen, the Netherlands, in view of the geopolitical developments currently 
going on in Europe and the increased emphasis of governments on the security of energy supply," Exmar’s statement said. The 
2017-built, 120-m FSRU has a capacity of 600 million cubic feet per day. “We are happy to reach this agreement with 
Gasunie. It proves the possibilities of our floating infrastructure solutions as a quick-to-market and competitive solution for 
securing energy supply to communities, industries and households”, Exmar executive chairman Nicolas Saverys said. Gasunie’s 
network is one of the largest high-pressure pipeline networks in Europe, comprising over 17,000 km of pipeline in the 
Netherlands and northern Germany. Gasunie provides gas transport services through its subsidiaries, Gasunie Transport 
Services in the Netherlands and Gasunie Deutschland in Germany. With its crossborder gas infrastructure and services, 
Gasunie facilitates the Title Transfer Facility, which has become the leading European gas trading point. 
Gasunie has recently signed a memorandum of understanding on a joint project with the German government to build 
Germany’s first LNG import terminal at Brunsbüttel, on the North Sea. The project partners include the German Federal 
Government’s designated partner, the national development bank KfW, the Dutch state-owned energy network operator 
Gasunie, and German multinational energy company RWE. The terminal will have an annual regasification capacity of 8Bn 
m3 and offer dedicated facilities for potential gas imports to the German market by sea. Norway-headquartered Equinor, too, 
recently announced it would increase supplies of gas from North Sea fields for use in EU countries. The EU has laid out its 
intent to move away from Russian natural gas supplies it relies heavily upon, ’well before 2030’. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
 

 
WEST CALLS TIME ON RUSSIAN ENERGY  

Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine took many seasoned Russia watchers by surprise. Assumptions that Russian president Vladimir 
Putin would not take such action so catastrophically damaging to the Russian economy and the country’s international prestige 
proved incorrect. Putin’s war has united the West. Even European leaders that until now had maintained comparatively warm 
ties with Russia, such as Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orban, have now turned their back on Moscow. Germany, which for 
many years seemed quite comfortable with its significant dependence on Russian energy, is now preparing to finance LNG 
import terminals to wean itself off Gazprom’s gas. Berlin often defended the Nord Stream 2 pipeline as strictly a commercial 
venture, but has now halted the certification process needed for its launch in light of events in Ukraine. This appears to be an 
admission that the project is and always was part-political in nature. Recent events show the folly of making assumptions, but 
it looks increasingly likely that the pipeline will remain nothing more than a hunk of metal at the bottom of the ocean for the 
foreseeable future. Over the past two decades, the EU has focused on broadening access to alternative sources of gas supply 
to improve security, rather than actively seeking to reduce Russian imports. That has now changed, with Brussels calling for 
a drastic cut in Russian purchases, potentially by as much as two thirds within the next year. The EU fears that Russia could 
cut off gas supply itself, at a time when the bloc is already coping with record-high energy prices. And Moscow has indeed 
hinted it is considering such action in response to escalating sanctions. But for now at least, Russian gas flow remains stable. 
And Gazprom continues to abide by its long-term contracts. Were the Russian gas supplier to renege on these contracts, its 
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reputation as a reliable and trusted provider of energy to Europe would never recover. But the damage has largely already 
been done. For years, Russia has tried to cultivate an image of itself as the guarantor of Europe’s energy security, even while 
many EU politicians have argued that it poses a great risk to that security. From football sponsorships to hiring former German 
chancellor Gerhard Schroeder as a lobbyist, Moscow has sought to allay Europe’s concerns about overdependence on Russian 
oil and gas. In the wake of Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine, all of those efforts are now irrelevant. Europe’s targets for rapidly 
phasing out Russian gas may well be over-ambitious. But those targets will be pursued, and Russia’s share of the continent’s 
energy mix will shrink. That means Russia scrambling to expand its access to alternative markets to offset the revenue loss. 
The overwhelming majority of Russian gas production is in Western Siberia. And save for the handful of fields that supply 
Novatek’s LNG trains in the far north, the region can only send gas to Europe, to the domestic market and to the small and 
unlucrative markets of Central Asia and the South Caucasus. Russia’s response to Europe cutting its imports will therefore be 
to accelerate the development of LNG terminals, and push harder for the construction of a pipeline to bring gas from Western 
Siberia. Neither option will be easy. Building LNG terminals is a costly undertaking, and the international finance that Novatek 
has relied on so far to progress its projects is now drying up. The company will also struggle to obtain the necessary 
technologies and expertise to develop liquefaction trains. So far it has relied on long-time partner and minority shareholder 
TotalEnergies, but the French company has said it will not invest in new projects in Russia. It has also depended on scores 
of Western contractors and suppliers, many of which have either withdrawn from the country or are considering doing so. 
When relations with the West collapsed in 2014 following Moscow’s annexation of Crimea, Russia launched a sweeping 
programme to localise the manufacture of equipment and technologies, particularly in the oil and gas industry. This has led to 
only modest progress. Russia is now building its own LNG carriers and oil tankers in the Far East, but the overwhelming 
majority of orders are still made at Asian shipyards. Novatek has developed its own liquefaction technology, known as Arctic 
Cascade, but it is yet to be demonstrated as working effectively. Novatek has trialled its use at a mini-train at Yamal LNG, 
but its recent decision not to follow through with its earlier plan to deploy Arctic Cascade at the planned Obsk LNG terminal 
raises questions. Meanwhile, the construction of thousands of kilometres of pipeline to bring gas from Western Siberian’s Arctic 
zone to China via Mongolia will first require a supply agreement between Moscow and Beijing. The 2014 deal that underpinned 
the Power of Siberia pipeline took many years to negotiate. Granted the process is likely to be much faster this time, given 
the tightness of the global gas market. If and when an agreement is reached, Russia will have trouble securing financing for 
building the pipeline and making the necessary upstream investments. China may well provide its support. But Beijing is likely 
to drive a hard bargain, both in terms of financing and the gas price, as it has done in agreements with Turkmenistan for gas 
supply. Beijing is aware that, with Russia increasingly becoming a pariah state, Moscow has few other partners it can count 
on. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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US TO PROVIDE EU WITH EXTRA 15BN M3 OF LNG IN 2022 

The US will strive to provide the EU with an extra 15bn m3 of LNG in 2022 to help the bloc wean itself off Russian gas, the 
White House announced on March 25. US president Joe Biden and European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen 
have agreed to create a joint task force that will work to ensure energy security for the EU and Ukraine, in preparation for next 
winter, the White House said. The task force will focus on diversifying gas supply, though in line with climate objectives, and 
reducing demand for gas. "The US will work with international partners and strive to ensure additional LNG volumes for the 
EU market of at least 15bn m3 in 2022, with expected increases going forward," the White House said. Longer term, the goal 
is for the EU to receive around 50bn m3/yr of extra US LNG by 2030, which is equivalent to around a quarter of the gas 
supply the bloc received from Russia in 2020. "We as Europeans want to diversify away from Russia towards suppliers that 
we trust, that are friends, that are reliable," European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen said at a joint US-EU press 
conference, as reported by Reuters. "Therefore, the US commitment to provide the European Union with additional at least 
15bn m3 of LNG this year is a big step in this direction because this will replace the LNG supply that we currently receive from 
Russia."The European Commission will also upgrade its regulatory framework for energy security of supply and work with EU 
member states to fast-track the regulatory process for new LNG import infrastructure. The EU is striving to reduce its Russian 
gas imports by as much as two thirds within a single year, and also wants to ensure its gas storage facilities are 90% full by 
the start of October, to safeguard against shortages in winter. These facilities are currently less than 26% full. A number of 
European countries have already unveiled plans in recent weeks for the construction of new LNG import terminals including 
Germany, the biggest buyer of Russian gas in Europe. Three LNG import terminals have been proposed in Germany, and the 
government has pledged financing and other support to speed up their development. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
JAPEX RESUMES OPS AT FUKUSHIMA GAS POWER PLANT  

Japan Petroleum Exploration Co. (Japex) on March 20 announced that Fukushima Gas Power Co. had resumed operations at 
the Fukushima natural gas power plant. Japex owns a 33% stake in Fukushima Gas Power Co.  The power plant is located 
in Shinchi-machi, Soma County, Fukushima Prefecture, and had suspended operations due to the earthquake that occurred 
off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture on March 16.Japex began supplying regasified LNG from its Soma terminal to the power 
plant on March 19. Operations at the Soma import and regasification terminal had resumed on March 17. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

 

NEXTDECADE INKS LNG DEAL WITH GUANGDONG ENERGY 

US LNG developer NextDecade said March 24 it had entered into a binding heads of agreement (HoA) with Guangdong 
Energy Group Natural Gas for the long-term supply of LNG from its Rio Grande LNG project in Texas. The HOA provides that 
Guangdong Energy will purchase up to 1.5mn mt/yr of LNG over a 20-year term indexed to Henry Hub, initially from the first 
train at Rio Grande, which is expected to begin commercial operations in 2026. NextDecade and Guangdong expect to 
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complete a formal sales and purchase agreement (SPA) in Q2 2022. Guangdong Energy is the second foundational customer 
of Rio Grande LNG and its first Chinese customer. In 2019, Shell inked a 20-year SPA for 2mn mt/yr, but in 2020, offtake 
negotiations with French Engie broke down over Rio Grande’s planned reliance on natural gas produced using hydraulic 
fracturing completion technologies. Assuming additional offtake agreements and financing, NextDecade anticipates making a 
final investment decision on at least the first two trains of the planned five-train, 27mn mt/yr facility in the second half this 
year. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
INDIAN LNG IMPORTS DOWN 1% IN FEB 

India’s LNG imports in February came in at 2.5bn m3 (about 1.83mn metric tons), down 0.5% year/year, the country’s oil and 
gas ministry's Petroleum Planning and Analysis Cell (PPAC) website showed on March 24. During the 11 months of FY2021-
22, the imports were 29.29bn m3, down 3% yr/yr. Analysts say the country’s LNG imports in FY2021-22 will be down due to 
high global prices. Rating agency ICRA expects Indian LNG imports to be down by about 5% in FY2021-22 compared with 
FY2020-21. Meanwhile, LNG imports in February cost $1bn, up from $800mn in the same month last year. In the April-
February period, the import bill was $10.9bn, up from $7bn in the same period last year, the PPAC data showed. In FY2020-
21, the import bill was $7.4bn. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
SHELL PENS MOU TO BOOK GERMAN LNG CAPACITY 

Shell has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on the long-term booking of a "substantial" part of the capacity of a 
planned LNG import terminal in the German port of Brunsbuttel, the project's operator reported on March 23. The two sides 
hope to complete a binding agreement as soon as possible, German LNG Terminal said. The terminal's planned capacity is 
8bn m3. The German LNG Terminal group is led by Dutch gas grid operator Gasunie. Germany has embraced LNG as a 
means of safeguarding its energy security while weaning itself off Russian gas. The government recently put the certification 
process for Russia's Nord Stream 2 pipeline on hold, and has pledged support for two regasification terminals – one in 
Brunsbuttel and another in Wilhelmshaven. Construction is due to start later this year on the Brunsbuttel facility, with the project 
set to receive funds from German state-owned investment bank KfW under a memorandum signed earlier this month. Under 
the deal, KfW is due to take a 50% stake in the development. German energy group RWE is also expected to book some of 
its capacity. "The signed MoU with Shell, as well as a noticeable increase in interest from the market, demonstrates the 
importance of the import terminal in Brunsbuttel," German LNG Terminal's managing director Michael Kleemiss said in a 
statement. "It is a key step in contributing to security of supply in Germany in the near term, as well as more widely in Europe." 
In another recent development in Germany this month, Hanseatic Energy Hub announced on March 21 that it was inviting 
expressions of interest in capacity bookings at a third planned import terminal in the country in Stade. Germany's government 
has also been in talks to procure Qatari LNG. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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ITALY EYES FSRUS TO RAMP UP LNG IMPORTS 

Italy's energy transition minister has said the government could procure two floating storage and regasification units (FSRUs) 
to increase imports of LNG, Reuters reported March 22. Speaking to a parliamentary hearing, Roberto Cingolani said he has 
authorised state-controlled Italian midstream gas firm Snam to negotiate on acquiring one FSRU and leasing a second. 
Unnamed sources earlier told Reuters the two vessels would offer 10 bn m3/year of regasification capacity, bringing Italy's 
overall capacity above 25bn m3/yr. The FSRUs will likely be based in the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sea and will connect to sea 
ports close to existing pipelines. Both would be classified as "strategic" national assets. Italy is ramping up LNG imports to 
reduce Russian gas purchase, which currently come to around 30bn m3/year, having held talks with LNG exporters Qatar, 
Angola, Congo-Brazzaville and Algeria in recent weeks. Rapidly procuring FSRUs offers Italy a near-term solution to bring in 
more gas, and an option also being pursued elsewhere in Europe. A source told Reuters that by winter as many as six new 
FSRUs could be recruited for European LNG imports. LNG imports to the continent averaged 14.9 bn ft3  (422mn m3)/day in 
January 2022, as the gap between European natural gas prices and Asian spot rates for LNG narrowed, diverting more 
cargoes to European buyers, according to the US Energy Information Administration. Cingolani has said substitutes for 
around 20bn m3/yr of Russian gas supplies could be found in the "near to medium term.", but it will be 2025 at the earliest 
before imports from Russia can be replaced entirely. Italy currently has three LNG terminals with combined 15.3bn m3/yr 
capacity, at La Spezia (3.5bn m3/yr), Rovigo (8bn m3/yr) and Toscana (3.75bn m3/yr) . Despite being the fourth country in 
the world to build an LNG terminal, Italy's regasification capacity as a proportion of gas consumption is lower than the 
Netherlands, the UK and France. It imported 12.1bn m3 of LNG in 2020, enough to meet around 18% of national gas demand 
(67.7bn m3) that year, according to the BP Statistical Review of World Energy. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
 
LNG MARKET: SUMMER PRICING TO REMAIN FIRM 

LNG spot prices have fallen 50% since their October 6 high, which might 
sound calamitous for sellers, but at $28/mn Btu, at the end of January, 
they are still exceptionally strong by historical standards. It has been an 
extraordinary roller coaster ride from rock bottom in 2020 to new records in 
2021, with pricing high throughout the calendar year. This summer may 
again defy the market’s normal seasonality and provide sellers with firm 

prices.The Winter 2021/22 gas crunch appears to be over at least in its most extreme incarnation, tensions surrounding 
Ukraine notwithstanding. One of the first signs of market easing was the rapid descent of charter rates for LNG carriers. These 
exploded in fourth-quarter 2021 as both Asian and European buyers looked to cover potential winter demand. As more carriers 
moved into long haul operations, spending more time on each journey, carrier availability dried up, sending charter rates 
soaring. Then, with a relatively mild northern hemisphere winter keeping gas burn seasonally low, Asia found itself oversupplied 
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and carriers were released, causing charter rates to plunge. That Asian demand now appears well satisfied is evidenced by 
Chinese buyers Sinopec and CNOOC offering LNG cargoes for sale throughout the summer, indicating that they are well 
stocked with gas. 
New capacity coming onstream 
Additional liquefaction capacity is coming onstream from a number of sources. US LNG producer Venture Global has filed a 
request with the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to load its first cargo in February from its Calcasieu Pass plant in 
Louisiana. When the plant, the seventh large US LNG plant to come into operation, is fully up and running it will add 10mn 
mt/yr of capacity to the LNG market. Production from Norway’s 4.2mn mt/yr Hammerfest plant should also come back into 
play, although not now until May. The plant was put out of action by a fire in September 2020 and its restart date has been 
put back a couple of times with COVID-19 problems cited as the principal reason. Meanwhile, Indonesian upstream regulator 
SKK Migas said in October that it expected BP’s Tangguh Train 3 project to start up in the second quarter of this year, adding 
3.8mn mt/yr of capacity. The 3.4mn mt/yr Coral South Floating LNG project off Mozambique is also slated to commence 
operations this year, but only in the latter half. 

Summer crash? 
The weather plays a major role in determining LNG demand. Mild temperatures from late December and throughout January 
have meant seasonal heating demand in Europe has been relatively low. This provided welcome relief to a market which 

started the year in a near critical state, owing to a 
reduction in fourth-quarter Russian pipeline imports 
and very low storage levels.However, the weather is 
also a factor in determining summer demand, which 
last year was relatively high. Key drivers are high 
temperatures in Asia and/or the Middle East, which 
boosts power demand for air conditioning, and rainfall 
in South America, which determines hydro output and 
the need for LNG imports if hydro generation is low. 
China, which last year became the largest LNG market 
in the world, is expected to see continued growth in 
LNG demand, but at a slower pace than last 
year (Figure 1). The boost from post-pandemic 

recovery is likely to diminish, while high prices for imported gas could see Beijing moderate its coal-to-gas switching 
programmes. 
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Gas supply is expected to rise in terms of both domestic production and the ramping up of pipeline imports via the Power of 
Siberia pipeline from Russia. Last year, just over 10bn m3 was sent through the pipeline, but deliveries are expected to increase 
year on year until the full capacity of 38bn m3 is reached in 2025. While China’s imported gas volumes are forecast to continue 
rising, a higher proportion will be met by pipeline gas, limiting LNG demand growth. 
Reservoir levels 
Rainfall in South America is an unpredictable factor. All of South America’s major LNG importers are dependent on hydro 
power for a large share of electricity generation. If reservoir levels are low, gas imports are needed to boost power generation, 
usually in the southern hemisphere winter, affecting summer pricing in the northern hemisphere. Brazil last year suffered 
extreme drought, which in central and southern Brazil was the worst in almost a century (Figure 2). LNG imports spiked as a 
result, with state oil and gas company Petrobras importing a record 8.4bn m3 of LNG in 2021, up from just 2.7bn m3 in 2020. 

However, demand this year looks unlikely to provide the 
same seasonal counterweight it provided to the LNG market 
last year. Brazil’s domestic gas supply is expected to jump 
with the expected completion in the first quarter of 2022 of 
the Route 3 offshore pipeline, which will bring gas onshore 
from the country’s subsalt oil fields. The pipeline will have a 
capacity of 18mn m3/d, equivalent to 4.8mn mt/yr of LNG, 
although full capacity may not be reached immediately. 
Brazilian gas production last year rose 5% to a record level 
of 134mn m3/d, but about 45% of this was reinjected into oil 
fields, in part owing to the lack of export capacity to shore 

from subsalt production centres. Brazil’s hydro reservoir levels have risen, owing to abundant rainfall since October, but, as of 
January, reports were that levels in six out of the ten most populous states were below those of last year, with the state of 
Sao Paulo the worst affected. The Cantareira reservoir system, for example, was at 30% volume, compared with ‘normal’ 
levels of above 60%. Reservoir levels in other river systems have recovered well and are substantially above last year’s levels. 
January and February are typically months of high rainfall and will determine what state Brazil’s hydro system enters the 
southern hemisphere winter. 
European tensions 
European LNG demand remains something of a wildcard. Having entered the winter season with well below normal levels of 
stocks, European gas storage was at 39% of capacity on January 29, according to Gas Infrastructure Europe data. With 
European gas stocks (EU and the UK) at 420 TWh, there should be sufficient supply to cover the rest of the winter with the 
maximum and minimum drawdowns from end-January ranging historically from as little as 108 TWh to a maximum of 345 
TWh. 
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Europe entered the winter with reduced gas stocks, owing to low wind 
speeds in the autumn, alongside limited hydro, nuclear and coal-fired 
power generation, which boosted demand for gas-fired power. The 
European market now needs to rebuild those inventories, which will 
provide an additional level of demand to normal, at the same time that 
the region’s economies continue to recover from the pandemic and start 
to benefit from the disbursement of EU recovery funds. In addition, 

continued coal and nuclear phase outs should keep demand for gas-fired generation steady even as new renewable energy 
capacity expands – in so doing, it will insert yet another weather-related variable into LNG demand forecasts. Iberia should 
provide above normal levels of spring and summer gas demand, as a result of near drought conditions this winter, reducing 
the availability of hydro power. Both Portugal and Spain import LNG. Hydropower accounted for 22% (12.4 TWh) of electricity 
generation in Portugal and 16% (27.5 TWh) in the much larger Spanish market in 2020. According to the ENTSOE transparency 
platform, stored energy values in Portuguese reservoirs in week four were just 52% of 2021 levels for the same period, while 
Spanish stored energy values were 76% of the 2021 level. 
Ukraine crisis 
Overshadowing the European market is the threat of a Russian invasion of Ukraine, which would have a major impact on gas 
markets, despite the smaller role the country now plays in the transportation of Russian gas supplies. Russia is reported to 
have amassed more than 100,000 troops and extensive military hardware on Ukraine’s eastern border, as well as moving 
troops into Crimea in the south, and, in the north, Belarus. It is seeking a promise from NATO that the organisation will never 
extend its membership to Ukraine, a demand which has been rejected. According to Ukraine’s state gas system operator, 

Russia exported 41.6bn m3 of gas via the country’s pipeline system last 
year, slightly more than Russia’s monopoly pipeline gas exporter 
Gazprom actually booked. At the beginning of January, Ukraine reported 
that Russia’s Ukrainian gas transits had fallen to about 50mn m3/d, the 
lowest level since January 2020. However, they rose again in February 
to 108mn m3/d, causing an immediate drop in European gas prices, 
although they remain at elevated levels.Western politicians have accused 

Moscow of withholding gas supplies, inflaming already high gas prices in an effort to gain concessions on Ukraine, as well as 
pushing Germany into a quick start for the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline. This would mean additional capacity for 55bn m3/yr 
of gas to move directly from Russia under the Baltic Sea to Germany. In addition to its South Stream pipeline, this would allow 
Moscow to all but end its dependence on Ukrainian gas pipelines. 
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At a news conference at the White House in early February, US president Joe Biden said that Nord Stream 2 would not 
advance in the event of a Russian invasion of Ukraine. German chancellor Olaf Sholz stressed US-German unity, but did not 
address the issue of the pipeline directly. Both the EU and US have threatened major sanctions against Russia in the event 
of an invasion, which would sour Russian-EU energy relations for years, if not decades. 
Certification process 
Nord Stream 2 is complete, but the certification process in Germany was suspended on November 16 last year. The process 
should resume once German regulator Bundesnetzagentur is satisfied that the Swiss-based operating company Nord Stream 
2 AG has transferred assets to a new German subsidiary. The project needs to satisfy the regulatory requirements of the EU 
Gas Directive on ownership unbundling, third-party access and tariff transparency. Once the Bundesnetzagentur has issued a 
draft decision, it still has to be approved by the European Commission, which has up to four months to do so. It then returns 
to the Bundesnetzagentur for a final decision, which could take another two months, altogether pushing a potential green light 
for the pipeline back to autumn this year. 
Summer outlook 
Even if the tensions over Ukraine dissipate, the LNG market is likely to benefit over the continuing uncertainty surrounding 
Russian gas transits and the fate of Nord Stream 2. Europe will need to rebuild its gas inventories in the expectation that the 
pipeline will not come into operation at least until the latter part of the year and perhaps not even then. This should keep 
European LNG demand relatively firm through the summer, while most forecasts suggest that China will continue to increase 
its LNG import volumes this year by around 7-9%, which should mop up much of the additional capacity coming onstream. 
Any additional demand-inducing factors, such as heavy air conditioning requirements in north Asia, or low hydro generation in 
South America, would add to market strength. Spot LNG prices are likely to moderate from current levels, but there is little 
likelihood of a price collapse on the scale of 2020. Source: www.naturalgasworld.com 
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